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minutes & 44 seconds) 

“We are living what until six months ago was unthinkable. To think that we’ll 
get through or that we’ll find the solutions with our former habits, I think it 
is cognitive dissonance. 

…I can’t tell you how this health crisis will end…I don’t know when it will end, 
what the consequences will be for our country, including the psychological 
and anthropological toll we will pay. How will we come out of this, in our 
relationship to each other, in our relationship to society, in our relationship to 
the world? And what about the A humanity that had become nomadic in the 
21st century…Just think about it, you have 1.5 billion people travelling every 
year. 1.5 billion people! It was unprecedented for humanity. Where there 
was permanent diffusion of information. Where 1.5 billion people, at least, 
were circulating freely. And everything has changed. And all of a sudden you 
go back to a humankind that is fragmented and where what was worthless 
and was produced by the billions no longer reaches your home. Where what 
you thought was useless becomes rare & exceptional and you have to 
reproduce it yourself. And where people don’t move around…where we ask 
people not to go anywhere, not even to cross the road.  

It’s a profound change. We’ll emerge as different people. 

[ in response to the question about the pandemic’s effect on the agenda to 
save the climate and reduce emissions] 

“Look, I don’t think so, because I think… I sincerely believe that these 
phenomena are linked. Fundamentally, what humanity is experiencing with 
COVID-19, it is fear for itself. Humanity is rediscovering human worth, and it 
is scared for itself. And it says—and we are realizing collectively—that 
nobody hesitates to make drastic, radical choices, when lives are at stake. 
And it is the same for the climate risk. And I say that with great faith. For 
many developed countries, it was the same. You know, big pandemics with 
adult severe respiratory syndrome ailments, like we are experiencing, they 
seemed far away because they stayed in Asia. The climate risk seems very 



far away, because it’s only affecting Africa and the Pacific nations. When it 
happens to you, you wake up. And so I say to every developed country, 
don’t wait for the climatic wake up call to live what we’re going through on 
the health front. We are experiencing our own vulnerability. So, we have to 
go faster, even I. I advocate on this topic but I think we have to much more 
radically change our model to have resilience, which is to say the capacity to 
say how to prevent a risk of severe heatwave, a deterioration in air quality, a 
disruption in our biodiversity, that will change our lives. 

What are we afraid of, when we catch  COVID-19? We are afraid of 
suffocating. We are afraid of suffocating. People with COVID will tell you this, 
“ I can’t smell very well, I’ve lost my sense of taste, I have a little…” the first 
day, even when it isn’t severe. But they are afraid of only one thing. There’s 
an unspeakable side [to the disease] that can cause panic, that makes it so 
people are going to accept staying at home. They are afraid to die. We’ve 
rediscovered this fear of death that had somewhat left our societies because 
we thought we could, like Prometheus, be free from it all. But now we are 
afraid of suffocating. And I think that this fear, no one calls it by name, but 
even so it is there. The fear of suffocating is the fear of struggling to 
breathe. We’ll get out of this crisis and people will not accept breathing 
contaminated air anymore. You’ll see. 

…I believe our generation has to know that the pivotal event is here. It’s 
happening. And be it terrorism, or this great pandemic, or another crisis, we 
have to fight it when it comes, for all that it is deeply unexpected, relentless. 
We must do so while upholding our principles, and making no concessions, 
but also remaining open for the event to become something new …. 

At the same time, I think that these moments give us the chance to imagine 
something new for humankind, what we laid out in this discussion, , that is 
to say a new balance founded on interdependence between men and 
women. [They give us the chance] to reimagine what it is to be in this world, 
[a new vision] built on education, health, and the environment. 


